Our Quality Feature
The Types choose first for quotation request
We will information to you before choose equipment type of matching to your business target.
If you wanted quotation inquiry, should be tell main under information for your business.
1) Crawler Tractor mounted.
2) Truck mounted.
3) Vertical Derrick Heavy Drill for oil or gas exploration.
4) Air Compressed Hammer Type (Core Sampling Drill for mining).
5) Water well Drill Type for the borehole (Hydraulic drive) .
6) Combination Type, (Air Hammer and Water Combination Type)

DRILL RIGS
Whether you are looking for a complete machine or just a rotary head. We can deliver you
customized drilling equipment for multiple purpose with for example a flushing/circulation drill,
auger or DTH hammer. Years of experience in the drill industry learned us that every situation
demands a unique solution. We can provide you with a custom build drill rigs equipped with
your requirements as drilling depth, capacity, used power source or carrier.
The advantages of Procon Group Engineering department Drilling equipment :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Easy assembly on common tractors, trucks, excavators, loaders or crawlers
Possibilities to combine the drill equipment with a Eureka Off-road vehicle
Low budget because of a separate power supply or carrier
Procon Group drilling machines are safety to work with
Excellent quality and full service of all world model because of the installed well known
trademarks like CAT, John Deere, Grundfos pumps Cat pumps, Siemens electronics,
Parker hydraulics, and high qualities made in Korea produced etc.
The Qualities:
Full Three (3) Years Warrantee for Main Equipments.
1) Engine: (Hyun Dai or Dae Woo Worldwide brand). 5 years warrantee.
2) Mud Pump: 3 years warrantee (without part worn out from long hours operation)
3) Hydraulic system: 3 years warrantees, (without trouble from dust or sand enters the
hydraulic oil).
4) Crawler driving system: 5 years warrantee.
5) Truck mounted system: 5 years warrantee.
6) Welding Equipments: 3 years warrantee.
7) Mounted Air Compressor: 3 years warrantee.
Parts material quality Information:
1) Frame and body: SS41 Steel.
2) Piston and Cylinders: S45C. .
3) Hydraulic Hose: 150bar High Pressure Hose and Fitting.
4) Valve and switch system: KS and ISO 9000 guaranteed.
5) Wire: SS306.
Guarantee Letter in Contract.
1) KS Passed (Korea Standard system).
2) ISO9000 Passed.
3) Warrantee Letter.
4) 2 years spare parts list.
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